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ABSTRACT 

In this study, special attention is paid to the thermal response of the austenitic stainless steel 304L under 

cyclic loading tests (i.e., self-heating tests) in different conditions. The cyclic behavior of the 304L 

austenitic stainless steel can be influenced by martensitic transformation. Hence, the role of martensitic 

transformation in the self-heating behavior of this material is studied. For this purpose, self-heating tests 

are performed on pre-strained specimens at a wide range of temperatures from 100°C to -130°C, which 

leads to different initial volume fractions of martensite ranging from 0% to 45%, respectively. 

Furthermore, the influence of the testing temperature and a pre-strain at room temperature on the self-

heating curves is investigated. The results demonstrate that the decrease in the test temperature from 

room temperature to - 30°C as well as the increase in the pre-strain values from 0% to 30% at room 

temperature, result in a shift of the self-heating curves to the right. It could mean that the fatigue limit of 

the material is improved. 

Keywords: self-heating under cyclic loading, metastable austenitic stainless steel, martensitic 

transformation, pre-strain 

1. Introduction 

Austenitic stainless steel materials have found a wide range of applications due to their interesting 

properties such as high ductility, good corrosion resistance, low cost, easy machining and plentiful 

supply. In metastable austenitic stainless steels, γ-austenite (FCC) can transform into α′-martensite 

(BCC) and/or ε-martensite (HCP) under the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) effect (Pessoa et 

al., 2017), (Christ et al., 2015). Therefore, the mechanical properties of these materials are significantly 

affected by deformation-induced martensitic transformation. By applying stress or plastic deformation, 
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austenitic stainless steel can experience phase transformations through three different paths: the first two 

are that γ-austenite can transform directly into ε-martensite or α’-martensite, and the third is indirect 

transformation from γ to ε and afterwards α’-martensite (Liu and Kaoumi, 2018). Depending on the value 

of the stacking fault energy (SFE), martensite can form directly or indirectly. For low SFE values (< 18 

mJ/m2), indirect transformation (γ → ε → α’) occurs since formation of ε-martensite is easier in this case, 

while high SFE (> 18 mJ/m2) causes direct transformation (γ → α’)  (Allain et al., 2004; Kaoumi and 

Liu, 2018; Talonen and Hänninen, 2007). The value of SFE depends on the chemical composition, elastic 

strain, temperature and magnetic contribution (Talonen and Hänninen, 2007), (Wan et al., 2001). α’-

martensite possesses a higher strength than ε-martensite (Christ et al., 2015) and its existence can 

improve the material properties such as yield stress and fatigue limit.  

As martensitic transformation is one of the main parameters that can affect the fatigue behavior of 

austenitic stainless steel, its effect should be taken into account. Although, a considerable amount of 

research has been carried out on the fatigue life of this material during the last 25 years (Colin et al., 

2010; Gupta et al., 2018; Kamaya and Kawakubo, 2015; Le Roux et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2018; Müller-

Bollenhagen et al., 2010a; Nakajima et al., 2007; Paquet et al., 2014; Vincent et al., 2012), the influence 

of phase transformation on high cycle fatigue behavior has been examined to a lesser extent (Wu and 

Huang, 2015; Zeng and Yuan, 2017).  

Since, the traditional methods for fatigue characterization are extremely time consuming and costly, 

several alternative methods have been developed to allow a fast assessment of fatigue properties such as 

the ultrasonic fatigue test (Bortoluci Ormastroni et al., 2020; Grigorescu et al., 2016; Torabian et al., 

2017) and other methods (Charkaluk and Constantinescu, 2009; Dengel and Harig, 1980; Doudard et al., 

2005; Meneghetti et al., 2016; Ricotta et al., 2019; Risitano and Risitano, 2013). One of the most robust 

methods for fast evaluation of the fatigue properties of different materials is the self-heating (SH) test, 

which is based on the assessment of the material temperature variations that occur under cyclic loadings. 

Since, cyclic loading is an energy-dissipating mechanism, it is accompanied by a rise in temperature in 

the material. The SH method is based on the measurement of the temperature elevation at the surface of 

the specimen as a result of the intrinsic dissipation due to the microplasticity phenomenon (Munier et al., 

2017). In this method, successive cyclic loading tests are performed with increasing stress amplitudes 
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and the temperature evolution relevant to each stress amplitude is registered. Finally, the SH curve is 

obtained by plotting stabilized mean temperature (which is determined for each loading block) versus 

stress amplitude. This method allows the endurance limit of a material to be determined using only one 

sample and a couple of hours of testing, instead of weeks or even months of tests using a considerable 

amount of samples in order to complete an S-N fatigue curve. The SH method has proved to be an 

efficient, fast technique for determining the fatigue endurance limit of different alloys such as steels 

(Krapez, J.-C., Pacou, 2002; Krapez et al., 2000; Louge, 2019; Munier et al., 2014, 2010), titanium 

TA6V (Roué et al., 2018), chrome-cobalt (Doudard and Calloch, 2009), aluminum 7010, 2024 (Krapez, 

J.-C., Pacou, 2002) and A7N01 (Zhang et al., 2013), copper–aluminum (Ezanno et al., 2013), shape 

memory alloys (SMAs) (Mostofizadeh et al., 2019), composites (Abello et al., 2013) and elastomers 

(Masquelier et al., 2015). However, it has not yet been applied to materials with irreversible phase 

transformation such as metastable austenitic stainless steels, which would experience a martensitic 

transformation under thermomechanical loadings. 

In the case of austenitic stainless steel, phase transformation can influence fatigue behavior and the SH 

measurements can contribute to a better understanding of simultaneous microplasticity and martensitic 

transformation mechanisms during cyclic loading. For other materials that experience phase 

transformation such as SMAs, the predicted endurance limit using the self-heating method is in good 

agreement with the results obtained by classic fatigue tests (Mostofizadeh et al., 2019). This fact is 

encouraging considering the complexity of martensitic transformation. Nevertheless, unlike SMAs, 

martensitic transformation is irreversible in the context of metastable austenitic stainless steels. However, 

the capability of the SH method to predict the fatigue limit of austenitic stainless steel should be 

investigated as it is not in the scope of this paper. 

This study focuses on the SH response of the austenitic stainless steel 304L and the effect of different 

parameters and initial states of the material on SH curves is investigated. As far as we are aware, there is 

no study in the literature about SH and high cycle fatigue behavior of this material at low temperatures, 

which reflects the importance of this study. This paper is subdivided into three main parts. Firstly, the 

mechanical behavior of the studied material at different temperatures ranging from -130°C to 100°C is 

determined. In the second part, the SH test procedure and underlying assumptions of the 0D approach 
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details are fully explained. In addition, the effect of different parameters such as (i) the testing 

temperature, (ii) the pre-strain (PS) at room temperature (RT) and (iii) the initial volume fractions of 

martensite (VFM) are examined. This pre-existing martensite can affect the yield stress as well as the SH 

behavior of the material. It is worth noting that this is the first time that the effect of VFM on SH 

behavior is decoupled from its effect on yield stress. Finally, microstructural observations are performed 

using FERITSCOPE, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 

to determine the different initial states of the material as well as the microstructural evolutions after SH 

tests.  

2. Material specifications  

2.1. Studied material  

The material examined in this study is 304L austenitic stainless steel. The chemical composition of this 

material is given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Chemical composition of stainless steel 304L (wt. %) 

C Mn P S Si Cr Ni N Mo Cu Iron 

0.029 1.89 0.028 0.001 0.33 18.20 9.32 0.08 0.26 0.28 Balance 

 

Based on the chemical composition, there are multiple empirical formulas to estimate the austenite 

stability via specific parameters such as the martensite start temperature (MS) and the SFE. The values 

calculated for the MS and SFE using various equations from the literature (Hahnenberger et al., 2014; 

Schramm and Reed, 1975; Smaga et al., 2006) are about -181°C and 26 mJ/m2, respectively.  

To prepare the specimens, cylinders of 30 mm diameter were extracted from bulk material by water jet 

cutting. Before machining, in order to eliminate the internal stresses and the history effects due to the 

manufacturing process, these cylinders were annealed at T=1050°C for 10 minutes using argon gas and 

then, quenched in water. After this heat treatment, the material becomes pure austenite (Christ et al., 

2015). Figure 1 shows a homogeneous and purely austenitic microstructure. This microstructure consists 

of polygonal austenitic grains with some annealing twins. The average grain size of the heat-treated 

material is about 100-150 μm. 
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of heat-treated material  

The heat-treated cylinders were then machined to obtain the final shape of the specimens. This specimen 

shape was designed to allow the use of mechanical fixtures in the thermal chambers and to apply tension-

compression loadings. The specimen geometry is depicted in Figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Specimen geometry (dimensions in mm) 

2.2. Experimental setup 

Uniaxial tensile and SH tests were carried out using a servo-hydraulic traction-torsion-compression 

(TTC) machine with a load capacity of ±100kN. The strain was measured by an Epsilon axial 

extensometer with a gauge length of 25 mm and a working temperature range of between -270°C and 

100°C. Moreover, to measure the temperatures, three T-type thermocouples were taped onto the center of 

the sample and the lower and the upper jaws of the testing machine. 

To conduct the tests at different temperatures using the thermal chambers, special jaws were designed 

enabling the application of tension-compression loading. An electrical thermal chamber was used to 

perform the tests at temperatures ranging from -50°C to 100°C and a cryogenic chamber fed by liquid 

nitrogen was employed for lower temperatures down to -130°C. This experimental setup is shown in         

Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the controlled environment temperature tests 

For microstructural observations, a JEOL JSM-IT300LV Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped 

with Nordlys detectors was used. The Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction (EBSD) measurements were 

performed on an AZTEC system provided by OXFORD Instruments. EBSD was carried out at two 

different magnifications of 150 × and 350 × and the step size chosen for each magnification was of 0.7 

μm and 0.5 μm, respectively. In addition, the number of grains analyzed was about 80. Three different 

areas through the gauge length (one area in the middle and two others near the border of the gauge 

length) were scanned for each specimen to improve the statistical analysis. EBSD analysis was used to 

identify the phase fractions and their distribution on the one hand and to determine the crystallographic 

orientations and morphology on the other hand.  

For EBSD analysis, samples need meticulous preparation. The samples were mechanically polished 

through different steps, finishing with an oxide polishing suspension (OP-S) up to 0.04 μm. 

The ferrite content was measured using a FERITSCOPE FMP30, which is based on the magnetic 

induction method. By this method, paramagnetic austenite can be separated from ferromagnetic α’-

martensite. Since the FERITSCOPE was calibrated to measure the ferrite content, it was necessary to 

convert these magneto-inductive values to α’-martensite. A multiplication factor was identified in 

accordance with (Müller-Bollenhagen et al., 2010a; Talonen et al., 2004) by fitting the results obtained 

and the VFM determined by EBSD analysis. The value of the identified factor was 1.2 in this study. 

2.3. Mechanical properties of the material 

A uniaxial tensile test was performed at RT (~ 20°C) under a strain rate of 0.025% s-1 in accordance with 

DIN EN ISO 6892-1 until failure (Figure 4). The strain rate plays an important role in austenitic stainless 

steel since changes to the rate affect the mechanical behavior and microstructural evolution. Several 
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researchers have examined the effect of this parameter and have shown that by increasing the strain rate, 

the yield stress increases, while the ultimate tensile stress and the VFM decrease (Acharya et al., 2019; 

Das et al., 2008; Haušild et al., 2010; Hedström et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2012). At high strain rate, the 

material cannot completely dissipate the heat induced by deformation, so there is enough heat to inhibit 

transformation. In addition, this heat reduces the nucleation sites and eventually the volume fraction of 

α’-martensite (Hecker et al., 1982; Talonen et al., 2005). In this study for quasi-static tests, the strain rate 

considered was low enough not to inhibit martensitic transformation. 

The VFM was measured using the FERITSCOPE during the tensile test and as one can see in Figure 4, 

the amount of martensite formation monotonically increased with increasing strain. The VFM after 

failure of the specimen was about 0.9%. As high nickel content enhances austenite stability, the material 

studied, which contained 9.32% nickel underwent a limited amount of martensitic transformation at RT 

even at high deformation due to the stability of the austenite. Hence, the material studied was not 

metastable at RT (Christ et al., 2015). 

 
Fig. 4. Engineering stress-strain curve and VFM versus strain 

The mechanical properties obtained from the 304L austenitic stainless steel are summarized in Table 2. 

The yield strength is determined by an offset of 0.2%. A uniform elongation with final value of 78% and 

tensile strength of 617 MPa at RT are indicators of the high ductility of this material. 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of 304L austenitic stainless steel  

Material 
Young's modulus 

(GPa) 

R 0.2% 

(MPa) 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation after 

fracture (%) 

Stainless steel 304L 201 271 617 78 

In addition to strain rate, testing temperature can also significantly affect the mechanical properties and 

the martensitic transformation of the austenitic stainless steel. By decreasing the test temperature, the 
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ultimate tensile strength, toughness and deformation-induced α’-martensite increase while elongation at 

fracture decreases (De et al., 2006; Hahnenberger et al., 2012; Liu and Kaoumi, 2018; Müller-

Bollenhagen et al., 2010b; Saint-Sulpice et al., 2014; Zheng and Yu, 2018). For more investigation, 

several uniaxial tensile tests until 30% strain were performed at different temperatures from -130°C up to 

100°C. The effect of the testing temperature on the mechanical behavior of the material especially on the 

yield stress can be clearly seen in Figure 5 (a). This effect is amplified at temperatures of -90°C and -

130°C, where a secondary hardening appears and the shape of the stress-strain curve changes to the 

sigmoidal form. As shown in Figure 5 (b), the yield stress at 0.2% decreased as the testing temperature 

increased, which is in good agreement with the findings of the literature (Byun et al., 2004; Desu et al., 

2016; Zheng and Yu, 2018). Furthermore, after carrying out tensile tests at different temperatures, the 

volume fraction of α’-martensite was measured using the FERITSCOPE at seven different points through 

the gauge length for each specimen and an almost uniform distribution of α’-martensite was seen. These 

measurements will be discussed in detail in Section 4. Obviously, the volume fraction of α’-martensite 

increased with a decrease in the test temperature. This increase in α’-martensite was responsible for the 

hardening of the material (Talonen et al., 2004). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Uniaxial tensile tests at different temperatures until 30% strain (b) evolution of yield stress versus 

temperature 

 

3. Self-heating assessment under different condition  

3.1. Self-heating test procedure 

SH tests consist of a series of cyclic loading (or loading blocks) with increasing stress amplitude for the 

same specimen. At each stress amplitude, the cyclic loading is carried out with the same frequency and 

the number of cycles and the temperature elevation is recorded. There are two steps for each loading 
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block; the first is the loading step (between time t0 and t1 in Figure 6) where the specimen is subjected to 

the specified number of cycles under sinusoidal load control condition. The second is a cooling step 

(between time t1 and t2), during which the cyclic loading is interrupted in order to cool the specimen 

down to the initial temperature (T0). This protocol is repeated for each loading block, and the temperature 

evolution relevant to each stress amplitude is recorded. When the temperature rise does not stabilize after 

achieving the desired number of cycles, the cyclic loading is stopped. 

As a zero-dimensional (0D) approach was adopted (which will be detailed in the following), the mean 

value of the temperature field over the gauge length can be considered as the specimen temperature 

(Tspecimen). Since the temperature field is assumed to be homogeneous in this approach, the temperature of 

the specimen center is measured by the thermocouple. On the other hand, the temperature evolution in 

the jaws during cyclic loading may produce extra heating in the specimen. Therefore, to obtain the real 

temperature evolution of the specimen corresponding to the intrinsic thermal dissipation, the mean 

temperature of the jaws (1/2 × (Tupper jaw + Tlower jaw)) is subtracted from Tspecimen and the mean temperature 

change (���), which is given by Equation (1), is registered during the test.   

��� = ����	
��� − ������� ��� + ������ ���� 2⁄  (1) 

The temperature rise reaches a stabilized value after a specific time (Figure 6). This stabilized mean 

steady state temperature (�̅��) is determined for each loading block and is plotted versus stress amplitude 

which is the so-called SH curve (Doudard et al., 2005; Munier et al., 2014).  

 
Fig. 6. Temperature and stress evolution versus time during one loading block 

The temperature evolution during loading blocks with different stress amplitudes for the material studied 

is indicated in Figure 7; this SH test was performed at stress amplitudes of 50 up to 370 MPa (the stress 

amplitudes considered in this test are shown in Figure 8). All loading blocks were carried out with a 
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loading ratio R= -1, a testing frequency (f) of 10 Hz and a number of cycles of 6000 per block. For the 

sake of clarity, only stress amplitudes between 140 and 370 MPa were plotted. This figure shows that the 

temperature increases rapidly at the beginning of the test (during the first 2000 cycles) and then it tends 

to reach a stationary value. This stabilization corresponds to a constant dissipated thermal source (i.e., a 

thermodynamic equilibrium between the heat loss with the surroundings and energy induced by 

mechanical loading). The higher stress amplitudes lead to the higher mean steady state temperature 

following the same trend until it reaches about 35°C for a stress amplitude of 350 MPa. At higher stress 

amplitudes, the temperature does not stabilize and it ramps up to 43°C after 6000 cycles. In contrast, for 

stress amplitudes between 50 MPa and 100 MPa, the evolution in temperature is negligible and for the 

values less than 140 MPa, it remains lower than 0.8°C. At the end of each loading step, the testing 

machine is stopped but temperature measurements continue for 400 seconds to record the cooling step 

(i.e., the temperature decrease in the specimen after having stopped the test). 

 
Fig. 7. Mean temperature evolution during different cyclic loading blocks 

The SH curves on linear and logarithmic scale diagrams are shown in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. In 

these curves, the two last loading blocks (i.e. stress amplitudes of 360 MPa and 370 MPa), where the 

temperature evolution does not stabilize, are not considered.  

From the logarithmic scale diagram, different SH regimes and their slopes can be identified. The number 

of regimes is different for various materials. For metals, generally two regimes exist (Munier et al., 

2014), while for some composites e.g. short fiber reinforced thermoplastics, three regimes (Abello et al., 

2013) and for austenitic steel of X4CrNiMoN 21-9-4, only one regime (Puget, 2013) are observed. For 

the material studied at room temperature (on the specimen with or without PS) and at low temperatures, 
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one SH regime is always observed. The SH curve on the logarithmic scale plus or minus the precision 

error (� � �� ± ∆�) of the thermal measurements with the thermocouple (∆� = 0.1 °C) is plotted in Figure 

8b (i.e., green curves). Since the slopes of the regimes are an indicator for the SH phenomenon (Munier 

et al., 2014), their calculation is important. As it is clear in this figure, there is only one SH regime with a 

slope value of 3.6 °C/MPa.  

  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 8. SH curve on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 

After describing the testing process, in the following, more details about the 0D approach and different 

post-processing methods of the SH tests are discussed. 

The energy dissipated from the material subjected to cyclic loadings generates a thermal field, the extent 

of which depends on different parameters such as the volume and the sample geometry, the material 

thermal properties, the thermal boundary conditions and the intensity of the thermal source due to the 

irreversible mechanisms. This generated heat leads to the material SH. In fact, the SH phenomenon is a 

representation of the energy dissipated in the material. The heat equation enables the relationship 

between the amount of dissipated energy and the corresponding SH magnitude to be established. The 

local form of the heat equation, which is derived from the principle of energy conservation, can be 

written as: 

"#�$ + %&'()*+ = ∆ + , + "� -./
-0�-� : 0$� + "� -./

-23-� : 2$3 = "#45 (2) 

The left-hand side of Equation (2) defines the heat absorption ("#�$ ) and the heat losses by conduction 

(%&'()*+). Where T, c, " and )* are the temperature, the heat capacity, the density and the heat flux vector, 

respectively. The right-hand side of Equation (2) describes the local thermal source 45, which consists of 
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the intrinsic dissipated energy (∆=  6: 0$� − 73: 2$3), the external heat supply (r) and the thermodynamic 

coupling source ("� 89:
8;<8= : 0$� + "� 89:

8>?8= : 2$3). Where σ is the stress tensor, 0� is the elastic strain 

tensor, 0� is the plastic strain tensor, 73 denotes a set of thermodynamic forces associated to a set of the 

internal variables 23 and / is the Helmholtz free energy. 

Since the temperature variations upon cyclic loadings can be considered to be small, one can assume 

that: c is independent of the temperature, the external heat supply is time-independent, the 

thermomechanical coupling source is negligible (i.e., "� 89:
8>?8= : 2$3  ~ 0) and the convective terms of the 

material time derivative are negligible (i.e., %� %B⁄ = -� -B⁄ ). On the other hand, by supposing a 

homogenous temperature field throughout the volume of the specimen, the 0D approach can be 

considered (i.e. the thermal source is spatially homogeneous in the volume considered). By integrating 

Equation 2 over the volume and by considering the above-mentioned assumptions, one can obtain the 

following expression (Doudard et al., 2010, 2005): 

�$ ��(B+ + ���(B+ C�D��E = 45��(B+ (3) 

where ��� is the elevation of the mean temperature in the volume, C�D�� is a characteristic time 

representing heat losses with the surroundings and 45�� is the mean value of the thermal source 

throughout the material volume, which can be broken down into an intrinsic dissipation and a 

thermoelastic coupling term (i.e., "� 89:
8;<8= : 0$�). By integrating the heat sources (45��) over one cycle, the 

sum of thermoelastic coupling effects becomes null and the value of the average thermal source per cycle 

(45̅��) is given by: 

�$	F	���� (B+ + �	F	���� (B+ C�D��E = 45̅�� = G� H 45��
	F	��

%B = G� "#⁄ H ∆
	F	��

%B = G�I "#⁄  (4) 

where G� is the loading frequency and �	F	����  is the mean value of temperature evolution per cycle. 

If the average value of heat source per cycle (45̅��) is constant, three different cases can be considered: 

Case I. At the early beginning of each loading block (t = t0 = 0), the temperature evolution is negligible, 

i.e., �	F	���� ~ 0 and based on Equation 4, �$	F	���� (B = t�+ = 45̅��. 
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Case II. At the end of loading step of each loading block (where the temperature reaches a stabilized 

mean value, �̅	F	���� ), the temperature rate is negligible, i.e., �$	F	����  ~ 0 and based on Equation 4, �̅	F	���� =
 C�D�� × 45̅��. 

Case III. At the beginning of the cooling step (where the loading is stopped in order to thoroughly cool 

down the specimen), the heat sources have vanished, i.e., 45̅�� = 0 and based on Equation 4, �$	F	���� (B =
BL+ =  − �̅	F	���� C�D��E  . 

It is expected that the SH curves obtained by these three methods lead to similar results. To investigate 

this claim, the SH curves of the previously mentioned test, are obtained by these three methods and the 

results are compared. In the first case, the SH curve can be extracted by fitting a line at t = t0 through the 

temperature-time curve for each loading block. The slope of the fitted line (�$ ��(t�+ obtained for the time 

range between 10 and 50 seconds in Figure 6) corresponds to the intrinsic dissipation. This temperature 

rate (�$ ��(t�+) is determined for each loading block and it is plotted versus stress amplitude (green curve 

in Figure 10). This method has mostly been used for composite (Abello et al., 2013) and elastomer 

(Masquelier et al., 2015) materials. 

The stabilized average temperature rise, denoted by �̅��, is considered for plotting the SH curve in the 

second case. This �̅�� is gained by averaging the temperature when it stabilizes (Figure 6). In this case, 

the intrinsic dissipation is calculated by dividing the stabilized mean temperature over the characteristic 

time. The characteristic time in the 0D approach depends on the dimensions of the specimen, the thermal 

conductivity of the material and the exchange coefficients between the jaws and the specimen and 

between the specimen and the environment. The least squares method is used to identify the 

characteristic time by fitting the experimental results on Equation 5 on the t1 to t2 part of the curve 

(Figure 6), where the temperature returns to its initial thermal state (T0). The characteristic time can be 

also obtained using the loading step (i.e., at the time between t0 and t1). In the loading step, the 

characteristic time depends on the loading frequency, hence, in this study, the second part (i.e., the 

cooling step) is used to obtain this characteristic time. Equation 5 is a solution of Equation 4, when 

45̅�� = 0 (i.e., during the cooling step). The results of this identification are presented for six loading 
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levels (for the sake of clarity) in Figure 9. It would appear that the characteristic times obtained are 

constant. 

�	F	���� = �̅	F	���� × MNO �− B C�D��⁄ � (5) 

The intrinsic dissipation is obtained by dividing the corresponding �̅�� over the identified characteristic 

time and the results are plotted in Figure 10 (the blue curve). 

 

σamp (MPa) τeq
OD (s) 

215 110 

235 109 

275 109 

310 109 

330 109 

350 108 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. (a) Identification of characteristic time (C�D��) using the cooling part of the temperature-time curves (b) 

table of the values obtained from curve fitting 

In the third case, the SH curve can be plotted by fitting a line at t = t1 through the temperature-time curve 

(�$ ��(tL+ in Figure 6). This temperature rate (�$ ��(tL+) is determined for each loading block and is 

plotted versus the corresponding stress amplitude (pink curve in Figure 10). Since, the slope of the fitted 

line is negative in this case, its absolute value is considered in order to compare the results with those 

obtained in cases I and II.  

Figure 10 indicates that the SH curves obtained by these three methods are in good agreement. 

Consequently, in the rest of this study, the second method (the common one) will be used to plot the SH 

curves. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of SH curves obtained from three different methods on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale 

diagrams 

After obtaining the SH curve, an empirical approach can be used to estimate the fatigue limit as shown in 

the literature (Doudard et al., 2005; Munier et al., 2014). In this method, the intersection of the asymptote 

at the two or three last points of the SH curve with the x-axis gives a good empirical estimation of the 

mean value of fatigue limit. The capability of this approach to predict the fatigue limit has been verified 

on a wide range of metals, by performing the classic fatigue tests, as mentioned in the introduction. In the 

case of austenitic stainless steel, this approach can be used as a fast and applicable method, but its results 

have yet to be verified. Confirming the fatigue limit obtained by this method with those gained using 

classic fatigue tests is out of the scope of this paper. In the following, this approach will be applied for a 

quantitative comparison of the fatigue limit values obtained under different conditions. 

3.2. Influence of the loading frequency 

As the loading frequency is an important parameter for the SH of the specimen, it is necessary to check 

its effect before studying the effect of other parameters. To this end, three different frequencies of 3 Hz, 

10 Hz and 20 Hz are considered. The SH curves obtained on the linear and logarithmic scale diagrams 

are shown in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively. Based on Equation 4, the loading frequency is a 

parameter that can modify the thermal source. Therefore, increasing the loading frequency amplifies the 

stabilized mean temperature of the material. Hence, in this section, the stabilized mean temperature is 

normalized by dividing the temperature rise over the loading frequency. It can be noted that the SH 

curves obtained for all frequencies are in good agreement. Thus, the evolution of stabilized mean 

temperature can be considered as a linear function of the frequency, similar to other metals (Munier et 

al., 2014). It means that the intrinsic dissipation source of SH in the material studied is nearly constant. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. SH curves obtained with different loading frequencies on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 

Since, the frequency does not have a notable effect on the SH results, in the following, the frequency of 

10Hz and the number of cycles equal to 6000 are considered for each loading block. In addition, all tests 

were carried out under load control and R=-1. 

3.3. Influence of the testing temperature 

One of the important parameters for investigating the SH behavior of the austenitic stainless steel could 

be the temperature at which the tests have been performed. Figures 12a and 12b show the results of SH 

tests at three different temperatures such as RT (~ 20°C), 0°C and -30°C on linear and logarithmic scale 

diagrams, respectively. The environment temperature was controlled by a thermal chamber during these 

tests and the temperature inside the chamber was kept constant. By decreasing the test temperature from 

RT to - 30°C, the mechanical properties of the material seem to be improved as mentioned before. For 

instance, the yield stress of the material increased from 270 MPa to 357 MPa. Therefore, the specimen 

needs a higher stress amplitude value to achieve the same amount of intrinsic dissipation (e.g. for the 

stabilized mean temperature of 4.4°C (Figure 12a), the stress amplitudes of 185 MPa, 205 MPa and 220 

MPa are required at testing temperatures of 20°C, 0°C and -30°C, respectively). Hence, the SH curves 

shifted to the right, which could mean that the fatigue limit of the material is improved by decreasing the 

testing temperature. 

After the SH test, the VFM was measured using the FERITSCOPE and the maximum value of α’-

martensite for these tests was lower than 0.5%. Since, in the SH test procedure, the stress must stay lower 

than the yield strength, there was not enough mechanical driving force to start the martensitic 

transformation (Krupp et al., 2008; Talonen, 2007). In addition, the SFE of the material studied was 
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higher than 18 mJ/m2 and as previously mentioned, in this case, the direct transformation happened 

through strain-induced transformation and not stress-induced transformation (Shen et al., 2012). 

Therefore, this low amount of martensite was predictable. As a conclusion from the results obtained, one 

can say that the martensitic transformation does not have a notable influence on the SH results and the 

improvement of the fatigue limit could be due to the temperature effect on the mechanical properties of 

the material.  

The results in Figure 12b demonstrate that there is only one SH regime with identified slopes of 

7.7 °C/MPa, 6.9 °C/MPa and 8 °C/MPa for the test temperatures of 20°C, 0°C and -30°C, respectively. 

The slope of each curve is shown using the same color as the corresponding curve. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. SH curves at different temperatures on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 

 

3.4. Influence of pre-strain at room temperature 

In this section, the effect of PS at RT is investigated through SH tests. In order to study this effect, three 

different states of the material namely without PS (0% PS), with 15% PS and 30% PS were selected. As 

clearly shown in Figure 13a, the increase in the PS values at RT result in a shift of the SH curves to the 

right. This could imply improvement in the fatigue life. These results are in accordance with those 

presented by (Gupta et al., 2018). These authors stated that every 20% increment in pre-straining caused 

a 40 to 80 MPa enhancement in the fatigue life.  

After these SH tests, the volume fractions of α’-martensite were measured using a FERITSCOPE and no 

quantifiable transformation was found even after performing an SH test on the 30% pre-strained 

specimen. These results are in line with the findings of (De et al., 2006), stating that the deformation at 
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RT does not initiate any measurable transformation up to 30% strain. Therefore, it should be noted that 

these curves show the influence of the plastic strain and not the effect of the martensitic transformation. 

Figure 13b depicts the SH curves at three PS levels on the logarithmic scale. One SH regime with 

different slopes is illustrated for these three PS levels. The slope of the SH curve without PS is 

7.7 °C/MPa, while for the pre-strained samples (i.e., 15% PS and 30% PS) it is 4 °C/MPa and 

3.7 °C/MPa, respectively. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. SH curves after different PS levels on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 

 

3.5. Influence of a complex thermomechanical history 

As previously stated, no martensitic transformation occurred during the SH tests performed on the virgin 

specimens at different temperatures and on the pre-strained specimens at RT. Therefore, to study the 

effect of martensite fraction on the SH behavior, two different material initial states were considered: 

One state along with martensitic transformation (case 1 in Figure 14 (a)) and another without martensitic 

transformation (case 2 in Figure 14 (a)). On the one hand, for temperatures higher than Ms (the 

martensite start temperature) with sufficient mechanical driving force that is supplied by applying stress 

or strain, martensitic transformation can occur (Christ et al., 2015; Krupp et al., 2008). Therefore, several 

tensile tests up to 30% strain were performed at a wide range of temperatures between -130°C to RT 

(case 1 in Figure 14 (b)). Hence, there was a material state with the same inelastic strain but different 

VFM (due to different PS temperatures). Then, the SH tests at RT were conducted on these pre-strained 

specimens (case 1 in Figure 14 (c)). On the other hand, for temperatures higher than Md (i.e., the 

maximum temperature at which martensitic transformation can be induced by plastic deformation), there 

was no phase transformation due to high SFE and a low chemical driving force (Hedström et al., 2009; 
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Olson and Cohen, 1972; Sugimoto, 2009) and hardening was only due to plastic strain. Thus, after 

applying 30% PS at 100°C (case 2 in Figure 14 (b)) and subsequently performing an SH test at RT on 

this pre-strained specimen (case 2 in Figure 14 (c)), the VFM was almost zero. Therefore, by using this 

method and comparing the results obtained from these two cases, the effect of the martensite fraction can 

be studied on the SH curves. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of (a) pseudo-diagram of metastable materials with the loading paths considered (b) 

conducting PS at different temperatures (c) performing the SH tests at RT on the pre-strained specimens 

The SH curves at RT obtained on pre-strained specimens are demonstrated in Figure 15(a). As one can 

see in this Figure, by decreasing the test temperature, there are two different trends. From 100°C up to -

50°C, the SH curves shifted to the left, and with a further decrease from -90°C to -130°C, an inverse 

trend can be seen. Since, for the material with the same inelastic strain, lower temperatures lead to higher 

VFM and given that, the martensite phase has a higher strength than the austenite, a secondary hardening 

in tensile curves can appear, which is schematically shown in case 1 in Figure 14 (b). This secondary 

hardening causes an improvement in the mechanical properties and the fatigue limit of the material  

(Gupta et al., 2018; Müller-Bollenhagen et al., 2010a; Shen et al., 2012; Talonen et al., 2004). Therefore, 

the secondary hardening relevant to pre-straining at temperatures of -90°C and -130°C (Figure 5(a)) can 

be a reason for the shift of the corresponding SH curves to the right. On the other hand, in these curves, 

the effect of plastic strain and martensite fraction simultaneously exists and it is complex to explain their 

effects separately. Consequently, microstructural observations and further investigations are required to 

justify the origin of this particular trend and will be presented in the following sections. It is worth noting 
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that only one SH regime with a slope of about 3 °C/MPa is observed for these pre-strained specimens on 

a logarithmic scale (Figure 15(b)). 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 15. SH curves with different volume fractions of martensite on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 

Since, applying 30% PS at different temperatures leads to changes in the yield stress of the material at 

RT, to identify this yield stress evolution, one can apply additional 10% PS at RT to the pre-hardened 

specimens up to 30% at different temperatures. In Figure 16 (a), the stress-strain curves obtained during 

30% PS at different temperatures together with the stress-strain curves obtained by subsequently 

performing 10% PS at RT are shown. In this figure, the yield stress at RT after cold pre-straining is lower 

than that at low temperatures. For instance, the RT yield stress for the specimen pre-strained at -130°C is 

906 MPa, which is lower than the corresponding stress value at -130°C (1111 MPa at the end of loading 

step). These evolutions could be due to the effect of temperature on the yield stress. In contrast, the yield 

stress at RT after hot pre-straining is higher than that at high temperature (i.e., 100°C). The evolution of 

the yield stress at RT after pre-straining at different temperatures is depicted in Figure 16 (b). As one can 

see in this figure, the yield stress at RT decreases by increasing the pre-straining temperature. 

Moreover, the slopes of stress-strain curves during the 10% PS at RT (shown in Figure 16 (a)) are 

approximately constant, while the corresponding slopes during 30% pre-straining at lower temperatures 

progressively increase, especially at higher strain values (i.e., strain values between 20% and 30%). This 

increase in the slope of the stress-strain curves at lower temperatures is due to martensitic transformation, 

which caused secondary hardening (e.g., at temperatures of -90°C and -130°C). Thus, one can state that 

the constant slope of stress-strain curves at RT is more due to plasticity. Hence, by eliminating the 

evolution of the yield stress, one can investigate the effect of the martensite fraction on the SH curves. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. (a) Uniaxial tensile tests until 30% strain at different temperatures and subsequently 10% strain at RT (b) 

evolution in the yield stress at RT after pre-straining at different temperatures  

In order to decouple the effect of the martensite fraction on the SH behavior from its effect on the yield 

stress, the stress amplitudes were normalized by the yield stress values identified at RT after pre-

straining at different temperatures. Figure 17(a) shows the SH curves after this normalization. As one can 

observe in this figure, by decreasing the pre-straining temperatures from 100°C to -130°C, all SH curves 

shifted to the left and thus, the material could endure more heat; i.e., at the same normalized stress 

amplitude, the specimens containing more VFM experienced higher stabilized mean temperatures. A 

closer look at this figure illustrates that after normalization, the SH curves on the pre-strained specimen 

at temperatures of -50, -90 and -130°C are almost the same. Therefore, one can state that for pre-strained 

specimens at temperatures lower than -50°C, the effect of the martensite fraction on the normalized SH 

curves was almost identical. In addition, in the logarithmic scale (Figure 17(b)), only one SH regime with 

a slope of about 3 can be seen for all the SH curves. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 17. SH curves after normalization of stress amplitude on (a) linear (b) logarithmic scale diagrams 
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4. Microstructure evolution analysis 

The VFM after applying PS at different temperatures was measured using a FERITSCOPE at seven 

different points with a distance of 5mm from each other through the gauge length (which is shown 

schematically in Figure 18) and an almost uniform distribution of martensite is seen. In Figure 18, dash 

lines demonstrate the VFM measured after 30% PS at different temperatures. In addition, after each SH 

test at RT, the VFM was measured once again and no significant change was seen (solid lines in Figure 

18). One can note that the VFM increases by decreasing the test temperature.  

 
Fig. 18. Volume fraction of α’-martensite measured using FERITSCOPE after 30%PS at different temperatures and 

after SH tests at RT on pre-strained specimens  

To confirm the volume fraction of α’-martensite obtained using the FERITSCOPE, EBSD analysis was 

used. The band contrast maps after SH tests at RT on pre-strained specimens are indicated in Figures 

19(a) to 19(f) to characterize the morphological features on the microstructures and to investigate the 

microstructural changes related to PS at low temperatures. At PS temperatures of RT and 0°C, some 

shear bands appear in a few austenitic grains. These initial shear bands are parallel to each other and 

nucleate more at grain boundaries. By decreasing the temperature, they grow more into the austenite 

grain. At temperatures less than -30°C, the nucleated shear bands intersect each other, which is due to the 

activation of the secondary slip systems (Hedström et al., 2009) and some dark areas arise, which can be 

considered as martensite. These dark areas are more visible in the junction of shear bands with grain 

boundaries or twins at temperatures of -30°C and -50°C, while at lower temperatures, they cover most of 

the austenite grains.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 19. Band contrast maps after SH tests at RT on the pre-strained specimens at temperatures of (a) RT (b) 0°C 

(c) -30°C (d) -50°C (e) -90°C (f) -130°C 

To prove our supposition that the dark areas are a martensite, phase maps are used. These maps display 

the distribution of the different phases in the microstructure. Figures 20(a) to (f) show the phase maps of 

pre-strained specimens after SH tests at RT. α'-martensite, ε-martensite and austenite phases are 

represented by red, yellow and blue colors, respectively. To obtain the actual value of the volume 

fraction of phases, the selected area was sufficiently large. Mean Angular Deviation (MAD) was less 

than 1°, which shows a good match between the Kikuchi bands detected and the simulation. The “zero 

solutions” points that originate from non-indexing pixels were lower than 3%. As one can see in these 

figures, at temperatures of RT and 0°C, there is no significant amount of α’-martensite, while at 

temperatures of -30°C and -50°C, the amount of α’-martensite increases, as observed in some grains. By 

decreasing the temperature to -90°C and -130°C, α’-martensite increasingly covers the grains as 

previously observed by (Hedström et al., 2009) who stated that for VFM higher than 25%, a continuous 

network of martensite is created. It can be observed that α’-martensite forms at the inner of twins and 

close to the grain boundaries and the martensite which forms is in the shape of needles. The measured 

volume fraction of α’-martensite was 0.06%, 0.15%, 11.36%, 14.12%, 40.16% and 46.01% at 

temperatures of RT, 0°C, -30°C, -50°C, -90°C and -130°C, respectively. One can state that for the same 

level of inelastic strain, the strain-induced martensite formation increases by decreasing the test 

temperature. It means that the amount of α’-martensite is a function of temperature and PS. The VFM at 
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a temperature of 100°C, which is quantified by EBSD and FERITSCOPE, is around 0%. Therefore, the 

Md temperature of the material studied is between RT and 100°C.  

The amount of ε-martensite determined for all the cases is less than 0.6%. As previously mentioned, for 

SFE higher than 18 mJ/m2, direct transformation occurs; since the SFE of the material studied is about 26 

mJ/m2, therefore, direct transformation is expected and in this case there is no intermediate phase (i.e., ε-

martensite). That is the reason for the low values of ε-martensite that were observed in this study. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 20. Volume fraction of phases after SH tests at RT on the pre-strained specimens at temperatures of (a) RT (b) 

0°C (c) -30°C (d) -50°C (e) -90°C (f) -130°C  

The VFM measured by the FERITSCOPE shows good agreement with those obtained by EBSD (Figure 

21). Based on the VFM measured in this section, one can state that for the amount of α’-martensite 

between 0.09% and 15%, the behavior of the material in terms of SH response is similar (Figure 15) and 

represent a decrease in the fatigue life. On the contrary, for α’-martensite values higher than 15% (i.e., 

40% and 45%), an inverse behavior can be seen that could demonstrate an increase in the fatigue life. 

This increase in the fatigue limit may be due to the TRIP effect, which can strengthen the material and 

cause the appearance of a secondary hardening. Therefore, the optimal value of VFM for the material 

studied is higher than 15%. Classic fatigue tests with varying values of VFM will be performed to verify 

the determined optimal value of VFM in the continuation of the present work. 
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Fig. 21. Comparison of the VFM measured by FERITSCOPE and EBSD after SH tests at RT on the pre-strained 

specimens 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of this work was to study the effect of different parameters such as the testing temperature, the 

PS at RT and the initial VFM on the SH behavior of 304L austenitic stainless steel. The following 

conclusions have been drawn: 

(a) The mechanical properties and VFM changes during uniaxial tensile tests were evaluated. It was 

shown that decreasing the testing temperature increased the yield stress and the volume fraction of α’-

martensite. 

 (b) Supposing a constant thermal source during cyclic loading, three methods can be considered to 

assess the SH response of the material. The results obtained from these three methods were almost in 

good agreement, which proved that the initial assumption was correct. Moreover, the procedure to obtain 

the characteristic time, which represents heat loss to the surroundings, was fully described. 

(c) Investigating the effect of the test temperature indicated that the SH curves shifted to the right with a 

decrease in the testing temperature. This could mean that the fatigue properties were improved by 

decreasing the testing temperature. 

(d) Increasing the PS values at RT resulted in the SH curves shifting to the right. This could imply an 

improvement in the fatigue properties. 

(e) Decreasing the temperature to within a band of 100°C to -50°C moved the SH curves to the left, 

whilst decreasing the temperature to within a band of -90°C to -130°C moved the curves to the right. 

Consequently, one can say that the optimum values (in respect of fatigue life improvement) of VFM for 

the material studied were higher than 15%. By normalizing the stress amplitude over the RT yield stress, 

the effect of the initial VFM on the SH behavior was decoupled from its effect on the yield stress. The 
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results have led us to conclude that for PS temperatures lower than -50°C, the effect of martensitic 

transformation on the SH curves was identical. In other words, for VFM between about 15% and 45%, 

the SH behavior of material was the same. 

(f) The VFM measured after all the SH tests showed that there is no phase transformation due to cyclic 

loading below the macroscopic yield stress. 

This study represents a crucial first step toward the fatigue study of stainless steel materials using the SH 

method. Future work will concentrate on performing classic fatigue tests to confirm the conclusions 

made by conducting the SH tests. 
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